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Abstract
A central issue for operators of passenger railways is providing sufficient number of
seats for passengers while at the same time minimising operating costs. This is the task of
rolling stock planning. Due to the large number of practical, railway specific requirements
that a rolling stock plan has to take into account, rolling stock plans are often constructed
in a step-by-step manner, taking some requirements into consideration in each step. This
may make it difficult in the final step to produce a plan that is feasible with regard to all of
the requirements and at the same time economically attractive.
This paper proposes an integrated rolling stock planning model that simultaneously
takes into account all practical requirements for rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog, the
suburban passenger train operator of the City of Copenhagen. The model is then used to
improve existing rolling stock plans using a hill climbing heuristic.
Experiments show that the heuristic used in the integrated rolling stock planning model
is able to produce feasible solutions within minutes of computation time starting from in-
feasible rolling stock plans. Furthermore, the heuristic is able to improve the economic
attractiveness of typical rolling stock plans with an average of 2%.
Keywords: Integrated rolling stock planning, data modelling, heuristics, resource con-
strained shortest paths, passenger railway.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Terminology
Rolling stock planning is the process a passenger railway operator performs in order to plan
how to use the rolling stock for the conveyance of passengers. The goal of the rolling stock
planning process is to provide sufficient seats for passengers while at the same time keeping
operating costs as low as possible. This goal is of course a highly important matter for operators
of passenger railways since it is the core question of their very existence: Can the passenger
railway convey its passengers at an acceptable price?
A passenger railway operates a timetable of train services for the conveyance of passengers
for revenue. Rolling stock planning is performed by assigning individual train units to the train
services from the timetable.
When producing rolling stock plans for a passenger railway, a large number of practical,
railway specific requirements need to be taken into account. These requirements relate to the
railway infrastructure, the timetable, the rolling stock itself, the passenger demand, maintenance
scheduling and a large number of other aspects of the railway operation.
Due to the large number of practical, railway oriented requirements and their complexity,
rolling stock planning is often performed in a step-by-step manner, taking only some of the
many requirements into consideration in each step. This is also the case in the rolling stock
planning system currently used at DSB S-tog, the suburban passenger train operator of the City
of Copenhagen. DSB S-tog is considered as case study for this paper.
In the rolling stock planning system of DSB S-tog, as it is typical for the industry, the first
step is to decide how much seating capacity should be allocated to each train service. This
step is called composition planning. Based on this, in the next step, individual train units are
assigned to train services in a process called rotation planning. Finally, in the last step it is
decided where the train units are to be parked in the depots when not in use. This step is called
depot planning. Needless to say, the step wise approach may produce plans that are neither
optimal nor feasible.
For DSB S-tog this is especially the case due to the very limited space in the depots where
train units are parked when not in use. For this reason, the most constraining requirement for
the rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog is that of being able to move the train units in and out of
the depots. Planning this as the last step may prove highly problematic, since decisions taken
in the earlier steps may limit the degrees of freedom for the depot planning steps to an extent
that no feasible solution can be found. Such infeasible plans will have to be corrected manually,
most often incurring extra cost.
Other suburban passenger train operators may have similar, challenging conditions that
make sequential planning equally problematic. For this reason, an integration of all the dif-
ferent rolling stock planning processes is essential if an automated model is to produce plans
that are usable in practice. This is achieved by the integrated rolling stock planning model
proposed in this paper.
The combined process of composition planning, rotation planning and depot planning is
called circulation planning. The circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning has a
tactical scope and is conducted months before the plan is set into motion. The process of setting
a circulation plan into motion is called train unit dispatching. This is the operational, short-term
or real-time phase of rolling stock planning where last minute changes are made based on which
physical train units are available, whether delays or disruptions have occurred, etc.
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1.2 Literature Review
Until recently, operations research (OR) techniques have been applied to a wide range of specific
problems in the railway industry, which are summarised in various surveys [16, 3, 25, 13, 28].
The challenge for the adaptation of OR techniques to the railway industry now no longer seems
to lie in finding solutions to each specific problem, but much more in integrating the individual
solutions to the (often highly interconnected) specific problems into holistic, integrated models.
By integrating the specific models with each other, sub-optimal solutions can be avoided. The
tendencies for the integration of models are currently also seen in the airline industry [38].
Table 1 shows an overview of characteristics of selected and reviewed, recent literature for
rolling stock planning. The characteristics are grouped as follows: The overall topic of article;
The railway planning processes it addresses; The type of the model proposed; The properties of
the model graph (all reviewed models feature a graph); The railway specific requirements the
model integrates; The objective of the model; And finally, the solution method applied.
As may be seen from Table 1, a large portion of the reviewed methods use an arc based
multi-commodity flow or similar modelling scheme. In such a scheme the flow of train units
or locomotives is modelled in a flow graph, with flow conservation constraints on each vertex
of the graph making sure the flow into the vertex equals the flow out of it. Arc based flow
models are typically relatively low in complexity, a presumed reason for their widespread use.
In arc based flow models, however, it adds to complexity to model sub-path constraints such as
recurring maintenance at regular distance intervals.
In path based multi-commodity flow models on the other hand, each potential sequence of
movements of the individual train unit or locomotive is modelled (e. g. by enumeration), making
it easier to also take recurring distance related constraints such as maintenance into account.
In Table 1, the literature reviewed is also categorised according to the properties of the
graphs involved in the models. As may be seen, most models use a space-time graph type (also
called time-expanded graph type), where each vertex in the graph is an event in space and time,
e. g. the arrival of a train at a given time at a given station (in space). Correspondingly, arcs
in a space-time graph may e. g. represent train services. Such a graph is also an event-activity
graph, referring to the vertices as events and the arcs as activities. This type of graph is also
well known in the airline industry [37, 6, 35, 38].
Some authors use the edge-to-vertex dual or line graph [24] graph type, conjugated from
the space-time graph mentioned before. In the line graph type, vertices represent train services
whereas arcs may e. g. represent the possibilities of a train unit to perform train services in
sequence.
Similar "line graph" style graph types are used to model train composition changes at sta-
tions, the approach direction in depot planning and maintenance constraints. In two papers a
hypergraph is used [8, 9].
As may be seen from Table 1, the models in the reviewed literature integrate a different
number of railway-specific requirements, with a slight tendency that recent models integrate
more requirements than earlier ones.
In most of the reviewed models the objective is to minimise operational costs and/or penal-
ties. Some models are used to minimise seat shortages or the number of train units needed etc.
Since depot planning is mainly a matter of fixed costs, some depot planning models have only
feasibility as their objective.
All solution methods applied in the reviewed literature involve commercial solvers and/or
heuristics. In addition, decomposition techniques such as column generation, branch and price
and Benders decomposition are used in some cases.
The following is a brief overview of the size of the data instances used in the experiments
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reported in the reviewed literature. [14, 15] assign train units to 300 train services for the period
of one week. [10] assign 6 different types of train units to 200 train services. [2] circulate
train units for 188 passenger train services, while [36] circulates train units for 86 freight train
services. In [4] 3,324 train services have up to 1,600 train units assigned to them by 5 types.
[21] distribute 600 train compositions with 1,100 train units on 19 depot tracks. In [5] 12 train
compositions have train units assigned to them on an intercity line with 30 min. frequency. [19]
assign 85 train units in 2 categories to 67 train services. [32] perform maintenance planning of
47 train units serving 800 train services per day for a period of up to 5 consecutive days. [27]
assigns 1,200 collections of train units to 350 freight train services. [28] assigns up to 600 train
services with 1,100 train units to 19 depot tracks. In [40] 388 freight train services have 6 train
unit types in 8 possible compositions assigned to them. [8, 9] circulate the entire German ICE
high speed fleet for a week, resulting in a model graph with more than 60 million hyperarcs in
it. [12] assign rolling stock to up to 400 train services, and [11] up to 76 train units in up to 10
categories to up to 600 train services. [22] plans maintenance for a timetable with up to 104
train services.
In comparison, DSB S-tog has approximately 1,350 train services per day with 122 train
units in operation, routed to 53 depot tracks. In the integrated rolling stock planning model pro-
posed here, this yields a model graph with approximately 28,000 arcs. The following references
use DSB S-tog data: [20, 18] perform depot planning by each depot, [7] circulates rolling stock
and [23] recover from a disrupted rolling stock plan (but disregard the individual depot tracks).
To the best of our knowledge, no integrated planning model for the requirements we are
considering has been worked out or used, neither in the literature nor in industry practise.
On a general note, the terminology used in rolling stock planning literature shows great
variation. In some articles a terminology is used that has weak connotations to the actual railway
operation. Needless to say, this neither facilitates the understanding nor the comparison of
methods across literature.
1.3 Scientific Contribution
The scientific contribution of the proposed integrated rolling stock planning model is that of
integrating into one process, processes which are normally solved separately. In particular, the
integration of train unit to train service assignment, maintenance planning (by distance) and
depot planning is not known from literature. The processes are integrated using a heuristic
framework.
A further scientific contribution is the development of special side constraints to a (resource
constrained) shortest path algorithm that can handle the individual order of train units in train
compositions so that no train unit will obstruct the movement of another. We call this new
concept unit order flow conservation.
In addition to this, experiments are conducted using real data instances with all the peculiar-
ities of actual production data in order to prove the scientific viability of the model in realistic
conditions.
1.4 How This Paper Is Structured
Section 2 formulates the problem to be solved and presents an overview of the solution con-
cepts. Moreover, an overview of the proposed model is presented, along with a mathematical
formulation. Next, the different parts of the solution approach are presented in detail: Section 3
describes the data model for the timetable and the infrastructure (the space-time graph), Sec-
tion 4 presents the data model for train units, Section 5 the path finding algorithm and Section 6
5
the surrounding heuristic framework. Section 7 describes the real-world data instances used in
the evaluation of the integrated model and the results obtained. Lastly, Section 8 discusses the
implications of the proposed methods and outlines further research.
2 The Integrated Rolling Stock Planning Problem
2.1 Problem Formulation
Seen from an overall business perspective, the goal of the rolling stock planning problem is to
provide seats for passengers while at the same time keeping operational costs to a minimum.
Seen from a more detailed operational perspective, rolling stock planning is about deciding
which individual train unit should be assigned to which train service. By doing so, one has im-
plicitly assigned seating capacity to the train services. At the same time, it must also be decided
when and where train units should be parked at the depots when not in use. All these decisions
must be taken in such a way that operational costs are minimised and all of the practical, railway
specific requirements are adhered to.
2.2 Solution Concepts
The underlying solution idea to the problem presented here is to look at the above mentioned
assignment of train units to train services in an aggregated way: A rolling stock plan may be
entirely described by the movement of its train units in space and time. The movement of
a particular train unit in space and time for a particular period of time is called a train unit
trajectory. A typical train unit trajectory starts off with the train unit being parked at a depot
track before being shunted to the platform. From the platform, the train unit may then be
assigned to a revenue train service starting at this origin station. At the terminal station of that
particular train service, the train unit may turn around to be assigned to another train service in
the opposite direction. This train service may be a non-revenue train service running without
passengers with the purpose of positioning the train unit for later use. Typically, a train unit
trajectory ends by having the train unit being shunted back into a depot track for parking for the
remaining time of the given period.
As such, a train unit trajectory describes which train services the train unit in question
is assigned to for the given period, including information of used turnaround times between
train services, and at which depot tracks the individual train unit is parked when not in use.
Formulated in the context of this solution idea, one can say that the rolling stock planning
problem is to decide the individual train unit trajectories of the train units, thereby offering
enough seating capacity for the passengers and at the same time keeping cost at a minimum and
adhering to all railway specific requirements.
To be able to find new candidate train unit trajectories that are attractive (that is, new ways
that the individual train units should move in space and time), we need a measure of the attrac-
tiveness of each train unit trajectory. This measure is called the additional net value, defined as
the additional benefit that may be achieved by assigning a train unit of a given type to perform
the operations represented by the train unit trajectory in question, minus the incurred penalties
and factual costs for doing so. Penalties are awarded for undesirable aspects of the rolling stock
plan.
A positive additional net value for a given train unit trajectory indicates that there is good
"value for money" in letting the train unit perform the given train unit trajectory, since the
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benefits of doing so outweigh the costs and penalties. A negative value would indicate that the
costs and penalties outweigh the benefits, in most cases an unattractive option.
2.3 Requirements Overview
The following is a brief overview of the practical, railway specific requirements for rolling stock
planning at DSB S-tog. For a list of all requirements, see the left part of Table 4 on page 11.
For a full description of all the requirements, see [39].
In the long term circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning, the following require-
ments must be taken into account: The physical railway infrastructure must be adhered to, e. g.
depot track capacities, the rules of the train control system and the order in which train units may
be parked so as not to obstruct each other’s movements; All trains of the timetable must have a
least one train unit assigned; Only the available rolling stock can be used in the plan; The plan
should provide seating capacity according to the passenger demand and provide an even distri-
bution of flexible space for bicycles etc.; Planned shunting operations in the depot should have
sufficient personnel on duty; Train units must undergo interior and exterior cleaning, sur-
face foil application and winter preparedness treatment at regular time intervals; At regular
service distance intervals train units must undergo scheduled maintenance etc., and consum-
ables such as friction sand must be refilled; Certain train services must have train units with
additional train control system equipment installed, special passenger counting equipment
installed and/or perform predefined exposure of commercials.
In the short-term or real-time train unit dispatching phase of rolling stock planning, ad-
ditional requirements include: Exterior graffiti removal and unscheduled maintenance on
demand and sometimes within a given time frame; Make available train units to meet surveil-
lance video requests from the police within a given time frame.
2.4 Model Overview
The integrated rolling stock planning model proposed here integrates all the mentioned require-
ments using four main components. The first two components constitute a data model for the
rolling stock plan. The last two components are algorithms applied to modify a given rolling
stock plan in order to improve it. The four components are:
1. The combined timetable and infrastructure data model: A space-time graph with
extended arc and vertex attributes, describing the timetable, the infrastructure, passenger
demand, personnel on duty, which train service has which train unit assigned to it and in
which individual, relative order, etc. This component is described in Section 3;
2. The data model for train units, interconnected with the space-time graph, describing
the activities of the train units, e. g. which train unit is assigned to which train service.
This component is described in Section 4;
3. A special-purpose resource constrained shortest path algorithm with side constraints
operating on the space-time graph. This algorithm is used to find new candidate train unit
trajectories taking into account the maximum service distance a train unit may perform
as a resource constraint. As a side constraint, the individual, relative position of the train
unit in relation to the other train units in the space-time graph is handled, determining
which movements the train unit can perform based on its relative position. Also the flexi-
ble space distribution is handled as a side constraint. This whole component is described
in Section 5;
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4. A heuristic framework to accept or reject the candidate train unit trajectories found using
the previously described components. The overall concept of the heuristic framework is
to remove a number of train unit trajectories from an existing rolling stock plan and then,
one by one, to create a new trajectory and insert it into the plan. The newly inserted
trajectories are accepted if they produce an increase in the objective function value; if
not, they are rejected, and the previous ones are re-inserted. The heuristic component is
described in Section 6.
For an overview of the first three components, their aspects and which requirements they
implement, see Table 4 on page 11.
2.5 Mathematical Formulation
The mathematical formulation of the proposed integrated rolling stock planning model pre-
sented here is based on sets (with corresponding indices) and parameters as defined in Tables 2
and 3.
The heuristic component of the integrated rolling stock planning model (Component 4 in
the overview in Section 2.4) is governing the program flow. It works by (in each iteration)
selecting k number of train units U∗ and removing each of their original train unit trajectories
j−u ∈ J (Component 2) from the graph G (Component 1). Next, for each train unit u ∈ U∗
a new train unit trajectory j+u ∈ J (Component 2) is then found using the shortest path algo-
rithm (Component 3). This train unit trajectory is then inserted into the graph. (As will be
seen in Section 5, the path finding algorithm takes into account all practical, railway oriented
requirements, including train unit order, so no additional feasibility check is needed prior to the
successive insertion of each newly found train unit trajectory.) This process is repeated for all
train units in U∗.
Next, the heuristic component checks the change in objective value for the iteration in ques-
tion, the iteration net value increase z∆. If z∆ is positive, each newly created train unit trajectory
j+u for the selected train units U
∗ is kept in the graph G. If z∆ is not positive, for each train unit
u ∈ U∗, the newly found train unit trajectory j+u is removed from the graph, and the original
j−u reinserted, equivalent to the changes in the current iteration being rolled back, i. e. the train
units U∗ having their original train unit trajectories reinstated.
3 Timetable and Infrastructure Data Model
The first component of the integrated rolling stock planning model is the combined data model
for the timetable and the railway infrastructure in the form of a directed, acyclic, space-time
graph G. Space-time graphs are well known in the railway industry, the first use for timetabling
is attributed to French engineer Ibry prior to 1885 [31]. Space-time graphs are also known from
other industries, for an example of a recent application in the airline industry, see [6].
In the proposed space-time graph, the arcs A represent the possibility of a train unit to move
in space and time or in time only. The vertices V represent space and time events, that is, points
in space and time where a train unit may perform different movements later on. For instance,
a train unit arriving as a revenue train service to one of the platforms of a station is an event,
after which the train unit may either stay at the platform and turn around to the next departure
of a train service (one outgoing arc from that vertex) or be shunted to a depot track (another
outgoing arc from the same vertex).
A schematic illustration of the principles in the space-time graph is shown in Figure 1.
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Table 2: Sets and their corresponding indices in the mathematical formulation of the integrated
rolling stock planning model, their domains and definitions, ordered alphabetically by symbol.
Sets have symbols in upper case, and their respective indices have the same symbol in lower
case without subscripts or superscripts.
Symbol Description Index, domain, definition
A
Arcs in the space-time graph G, each arc going from one
vertex to another. As such each arc also has a corresponding
time interval p ∈ P
a ∈ A; a = (v1, v2)
v1, v2 ∈ V
A j The arcs of train unit trajectory j a ∈ A j ⊂ A
G
The directed and acyclic space-time graph with vertices V
and arcs A. The graph has extended attributes as described in
Section 3 on page 8
G = (V, A)
I Train unit types i ∈ I = { 12 , 1 }
J
All possible train unit trajectories. A train unit trajectory is a
path through the space-time graph G representing the
movement in space and time of a train unit
j ∈ J
j = a1, a2, ..., a| j|
a ∈ A
P
All possible time intervals, a time interval being a sorted
2-tuple of point in time. Each arc a ∈ A represents a time
interval
p ∈ P; p = (t1, t2)
t1, t2 ∈ T
t1 < t2
Q
Points in space, being the union of each depot track at every
station, each side track at every station, all platform tracks
[as a whole] at every station
q ∈ Q
T Points in time t ∈ T
U Individual train units currently available u ∈ U
U∗ The set of train units selected for train unit trajectory
subtraction, creation and addition in the heuristic
u ∈ U∗ ⊂ U
|U∗| = k
V
Vertices in the space-time graph G, each vertex being a point
in space, point in time tuple
v ∈ V; v = (q, t)
q ∈ Q; t ∈ T
9
Table 3: Parameters in the mathematical formulation of the integrated rolling stock planning
model, their domains and definitions, ordered alphabetically by symbol. All parameters have
symbols in lower case.
Symbol Description Domain, definition
b−(a, u) Benefits lost by subtracting train unit u from the arc a ∈ R+0
b+(a, u) Benefits gained by adding train unit u to the arc a ∈ R+0
c−(a, u) Costs saved by subtracting train unit u from the arc a ∈ R+0
c+(a, u) Costs added by adding train unit u from the arc a ∈ R+0
j−u
The original train unit trajectory belonging to train unit
u ∈ U∗ scheduled for subtraction from the graph G j
−
u ∈ J
j+u
The new train unit trajectory belonging to train unit u ∈ U∗
scheduled for addition into the space-time graph G
j+u ∈ J
k
The number of train units to select in order to subtract their
original train unit trajectories and add their newly found train
unit trajectories
k ∈ N1
k = |U∗|
n
Number of test runs performed on each data instance for
algorithm performance testing, see Table 5 on page 27
n ∈ N1
p−(a, u) Penalties saved by adding or subtracting train unit u to or
from the arc a
p−(a, u) ∈ R+0
p+(a, u)
Penalties awarded by adding or subtracting train unit u to or
from the arc a
p+(a, u) ∈ R+0
z∆
The iteration net value increase, calculated according to
Equation (1) on page 22 for the subset of trajectories that
have been changed in the iteration
z∆ ∈ R
z−( j−u )
The subtractional net value, i. e. the net value of subtracting
train unit trajectory j−u from the space-time graph G,
calculated according to Equation (2) on page 22 before the
train unit trajectory is subtracted
z−( j−u ) ∈ R
z+( j+u )
The additional net value, i. e. the net value of adding train
unit trajectory j+u into the space-time graph G, calculated
according to Equation (3) on page 22 before the train unit
trajectory is added
z+( j+u ) ∈ R
10
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Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the space-time graph G. The time increases from left
to right. Each vertex v ∈ V represents an event, i. e. a space-time tuple v = (q, t). Each arc
a ∈ A in the graph represents the possibility for a train unit to move in time and space (as a train
service or train shunting) or in time only (as being parked at a depot track, or in the process of
being turned around at a platform track). For example, the arc departing from station A at t = 2
arriving at station B at t = 3 is a train service. This arc has two corresponding vertices, the
first one being the departure from the platforms at station A at t = 2, the second one the arrival
at station B at t = 3. Note that the flow arcs going from the station source and to the station
sink are omitted in this drawing. Also omitted are arcs representing overnight parking at the
platform tracks.
In the graph, all platform tracks of a given station are treated as a whole. However, to be able
to model how one train unit may turn around from one train service to the next at the platform
tracks, vertices representing arrivals to the platform tracks are separate from those representing
departures, even though their point in time may be the same.
In the model, non-revenue train services for the positioning of train units are static in the
sense that they are not decided when solving the model, but read from the timetable data as
given input.
The space-time graph has three different aspects which are used in the integrated rolling
stock planning model. These aspects are:
1. The topology of the graph, that is, which arcs are connected to which other arcs by their
common vertices. This is described in Section 3.1.
2. The arc attributes, describing features related to train services, train shuntings, depot
tracks, etc. This is described in Section 3.2;
3. The vertex attributes, describing features related to depot drivers on duty, number of
shuntings assigned to each arrival and departure, etc. This is described in Section 3.3;
As mentioned earlier, the space-time graph is used as the data model for a resource con-
strained shortest path algorithm with side constraints. In order for this to work, the space-time
graph exhibits two features to the path finding algorithm for each arc. These features are:
1. Arc feasibility: Is it feasible for a given train unit to traverse the arc? This is determined
by factors like how many train units already traverse the arc compared to the capacity of
the arc, etc.;
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2. Resources consumption: What is the resources consumption of traversing the arc with
a given train unit? In the model, two resources are defined: The first one is the net value
of traversing the arc, measured as the benefit of doing so minus the cost and penalties in-
curred. The second resource is the service distance travelled, this resource is constrained
since a train unit may e. g. only travel a certain distance after which it has to undergo
maintenance.
The path finding algorithm (see Section 5) is relaying feasibility and resource consumption
requests to the space-time graph through these two features. The features are exhibited based
on the values of the arc and vertex attributes and the graph topology as described in the next
sections. The attributes are described in the same order as they appear in Table 4.
3.1 Topology
The topology of the space-time graph reflects the allowed movements of train units as stated
by the current business rules at DSB S-tog. For example, there are no arcs connecting a depot
track with another depot track, since a current business rule prohibits depot internal shunting.
The graph also incorporates turnaround times between train services.
3.2 Arc Attributes
This section gives an overview of the different arc attributes and how they are utilised to imple-
ment the different requirements.
The maximum length that train units assigned to an arc may utilise is governed by the track
length attribute, set according to the minimum platform length on the stations visited by train
service, or the actual track length for platform, side and depot tracks.
The service distance attribute represents the real-world service distance travelled in phys-
ical space for that arc. This attribute is used to calculate the distance related cost for energy,
maintenance and infrastructure usage, etc.
The assigned train units limit attribute is set to two for arcs representing train services, since
at DSB S-tog, no more than two train units may be coupled together when running on the main
line tracks. For other arc types the train unit capacity is infinite.
The main arc attribute in the space-time graph is the assigned train composition attribute,
indicating which train units are assigned to the activity represented by the arc, and in what
individual order. This attribute is used to check for train unit order feasibility (see Section 4.2)
and overall resources consumption in comparison with other arc attributes.
The attribute for transition positions keeps track of at which positions couplings and decou-
plings may take place for the train composition assigned to the arc in question (see Section 4.2).
The attribute for depot drivers required keeps track of whether a depot driver is required for
the activity represented by the arc. Only train shunting arcs to and from depot tracks feature this
attribute, shunting to and from side tracks is performed by the train drivers. Also on the first
and last train services in the weekend, the train drivers themselves perform the actual shunting
to and from the depot.
The train line attribute keeps track of which train line (as defined in the timetable) a given
train service belongs to in order to make sure that platform lengths are adhered to, commercials
are exposed and that the technical equipment of the train is in accordance with the requirements
for that train line.
The additional benefit attribute quantifies the benefit of assigning (adding) another train unit
of a given type to the arc in the space-time graph. The subtractional benefit is equivalently the
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benefit of removing (subtracting) a train unit from the assigned train composition of that arc. As
mentioned in Section 2.2, the additional net value is calculated as the additional benefit minus
the additional penalties awarded and additional costs incurred. As such, the additional benefit
attribute is the only positive driver of the integrated rolling stock planning model. The attribute
represents the economic value of providing seats to passengers that demand them. The value of
the additional benefit is calculated according to stated preference time penalties for having no
seat, the specific value of time for commuters and the duration of an average travel [33]. For
the case of DSB S-tog, this yields a value of 0.44 DKK/min. This is roughly equivalent to the
actual specific revenue gained by DSB S-tog by means of ticket sales for conveying an average
passenger. Note that only arcs representing revenue train services can provide a benefit since
they are the only type of arc that represent the conveyance of passengers.
The additional cost attribute is a resources consumption attribute quantifying the factual
total cost for the activity represented by the arc, as incurred by the assigning (adding) another
train unit of a given type, calculated as the sum of the cost for train or depot drivers, the cost
for technical maintenance, the energy cost and the cost for using the railway infrastructure. The
subtractional cost attribute is analogously quantifying the cost saved when removing (subtract-
ing) a given train unit from the assigned train composition of that arc.
The additional penalties attribute quantifies the penalties awarded and saved by assigning
(adding) a given train unit to the arc. The subtractional penalties attribute quantifies the penal-
ties awarded and saved by removing (subtracting) a given train unit from the train composition
assigned to the arc. Penalties are awarded for aspects of the plan that are not desired, e. g.
uncovered train services or train shuntings from depot tracks to platform tracks where the train
unit in question has to pass the main line tracks under way.
3.3 Vertex Attributes
All of the vertex attributes relate to the process of train shuntings to and from depot and side
tracks. The limit on number of train shuntings quantifies the DSB S-tog business rule of an
upper limit of one train shunting per train service departure or arrival. Vertices not being part
of a train service have no limit on the number of train shuntings being performed.
The assigned number of train shuntings attribute keeps track of how many train shuntings
are actually performed by assigned train units passing through the vertex.
The date and time attribute is used to map the time interval p ∈ P of the arc being used for
train shunting to and from depot tracks with the time intervals of the depot drivers on duty. If a
train shunting arc is used, the date and time attributes on its vertices are matched with the supply
in time of depot drivers for that particular depot station. If the demand from the current arc and
the demand from other train shunting arcs being used at intersecting times may be supplied by
the depot drivers on duty, the arc is feasible. If not, the arc is infeasible.
The depot drivers on duty attribute keeps track of the duties of the depot drivers by time and
station. This is an aggregated attribute in the sense that the depot drivers on duty are shared
between all the vertices on a given depot station for the time frame of that duty.
4 Train Unit Data Model
The second component of the proposed integrated rolling stock planning model is the data
model for the train units. Its different attributes are described in the following.
The allowed on lines attribute keeps track of which lines (as defined in the timetable) the
train unit in question may be be assigned to. This is in order to adhere to restrictions on installed
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equipment and the exposure of commercials.
The start/finish time-and-space attribute is used to set the start and finish points in space
and time for each train unit u ∈ U. This way the model can handle where train units are at
the beginning and end of the plan period in order to e. g. send train units to maintenance at a
given time (and by way of the service distance attribute also within the service distance limit).
Furthermore, the balance of train units at each depot can be controlled using this attribute.
The service distance limit attribute keeps track of the service distance that the train unit in
question can perform before it has to go into maintenance or have consumables refilled.
Two important features of the train unit data model are the train unit trajectories and the
train unit order. These features are described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
4.1 Train Unit Trajectories
A train unit trajectory j ∈ J keeps track of which activities the train unit in question is assigned
to. As such, train unit trajectories are paths (i. e. ordered collections of arcs, j = a1, a2, ..., a| j|)
from the space-time graph representing the movement of their respective train units in space
and time or time only. See Figure 2 on the next page for an illustration of train unit trajectories
in the space-time graph. Figure 2 shows an example of how four train units move through time
and space along their train unit trajectories. If two train unit trajectories use the same arc, this
means that the two train units are coupled together as a train composition. Depending on the
type of arc, they may either be coupled together and running as a train service, or be coupled
and parked on at depot track. The order by which the train units are coupled is maintained by
the space-time graph. Note that in the example the red and blue train units exchange places
in the execution of the plan, however the balance of train units on the individual depot tracks
remains constant.
The space-time graph is used to find new candidate trajectories for train units to improve the
plan. Since the graph already contains information on the existing trajectories assigned, only
candidate trajectories feasible in conjunction with the existing ones can be found.
New candidate trajectories are found using a specially constructed resource constrained
shortest path algorithm with side constraints. This algorithm is described in Section 5.
4.2 Train Unit Order
The train unit data model also keeps track of the order of the individual train units relative to
each other. In the following, the logic for coupling and decoupling train compositions in relation
to the order of the train units will be explained. This logic is specific to the business and train
control system rules currently in effect at DSB S-tog.
The simple explanation is this: At the platform, train units are being coupled and decou-
pled in the direction that is facing the depot. At the depot, train units are being coupled and
decoupled in the direction facing the platform. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
A train composition is the ordered sequence of one or more train units coupled together.
At DSB S-tog, train compositions consisting of one or two train units may be assigned to train
services. Train compositions of more than two train units may be formed when parking train
units at a depot (and thereby coupling them).
Current business and train system control rules at DSB S-tog state that when a decoupling
takes place at the platform, the train composition moving away must move to the depot. It may
not be assigned to a train service. Furthermore, when a coupling is to take place at a platform,
the train composition moving in to couple must come from the depot. It may not come from the
main line, i. e. from a train service.
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Figure 2: An example of train unit trajectories in the space-time graph, represented in colours
red, green, blue and yellow. In this example, the red train unit starts at station A on depot track
A2 at time t = 0. At t = 1 the red train unit is shunted to the platform, from which it departs
as a train service at t = 2, arriving at station B at t = 3. At station B no arc exists to connect
the arrival with the departure at t = 4. This is because the time difference between arrival and
subsequent departure is less than the minimum turnaround time. For this reason, the red train
unit waits at the platform from which it departs at t = 6, arriving at station A at t = 7. Station
A has a shorter turnaround time and the red train unit may thus depart again at t = 8. Prior to
departure it is coupled with the yellow train unit that is being shunted in from depot track A1 at
t = 7. See Figure 3 for examples of how train units are parked at different times.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 3: Examples of situations at Farum Station, equivalent to Station B in Figure 2. (a)
shows the station layout: To the North there are two platform tracks, to the South there is
the main line track (left) and three depot tracks (right). (a) also shows the situation at t = 5 for
Station B in Figure 2. (b) shows the situation at t = 9 with two train units parked at the platform,
the yellow one to the North of the red one. (c) shows the situation at t = 10, in which both train
units have been shunted to the middle depot track. Business and train control system rules state
that feasible transitions are (b) to (c), (b) to (d) and vice versa. The following transitions (and
vice versa) are infeasible: (b) to (e) would require two shunting movements; (b) to (f) since the
moving red train unit is on the main line track; (b) to (g) is infeasible because the red train unit
obstructs the movement of the yellow one.
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The term platform train composition is used to denote the train composition in the operation
that is facing the platform. Similarly, the depot train composition is the train composition that
is facing the depot.
The term relative position denotes how an object (platform track, depot track, train com-
position, train unit) is oriented relative to another. For DSB S-tog, the relative position can be
either North or South. For example, the relative position of a depot track to a platform track at
its corresponding station may be South, meaning that to reach the depot track from the platform
track, train units must move towards the South. Equivalently, a train unit may have the relative
position South of another train unit. At the same time, this also means that the other train unit
has the opposite relative position, i. e. North, of the first one.
The individual train units in a train composition have a relative position to each other. With
the proposed definition, the relative position of train units in compositions is conserved in all
feasible coupling and decoupling operations.
Picture the coupling of two train compositions at a platform track, one being a platform
train composition, the other being a depot train composition. The situation before the depot train
composition is shunted in from the depot is depicted in Figure 3d, the situation after coupling
in Figure 3b. After coupling, the original depot train composition will have the relative position
to the original platform train composition (in the new train composition) equal to the relative
position of the depot to the platform (in other words, equal to the relative position of where the
train shunting movement started). If, like in the example in Figure 3, the relative position of a
depot track is to the South of a platform track, then the original depot train composition being
shunted in to the platform on this station will have the relative position South to the original
platform train composition in the new train composition. This is the result of the transition
between the situations from Figure 3d to Figure 3b.
In the case of a coupling taking place at a depot track, the relative position of the platform
train composition (which is the one undergoing movement in the operation) will also be the
same as the relative position of the place from which the shunting movement started, in this
case the platform track. If, like in the example above, the relative position of a depot track is to
the South of a platform track, then the relative position of the platform track is to the North of
the depot track. The original platform train composition after coupling will then have the same
relative position to the original depot train composition as the platform track has to the depot
track, which in this case is North. This is the result of the transition between the situations from
Figure 3b to Figure 3d.
In the case of a decoupling taking place at a platform track, only the train units at the
same relative position to the others in the original train composition as the relative position of
the depot track to the platform track may be decoupled to form the new depot train composition
to be shunted into the depot. This is equivalent to the relative position of where the shunting
movement ended.
The ordering of train units in a train composition can be found by sorting the individual train
units according to their relative positions.
5 Path Finding Algorithm
The third component of the integrated rolling stock planning model is the path finding algo-
rithm, used to find new candidate train unit trajectories. The path finding algorithm is operating
on the space-time graph described in Section 3 to find a path between a start vertex and a finish
vertex. In the context of the integrated rolling stock planning model, the goal of the algorithm
is to find the path through the space-time graph between these two vertices, having the largest
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additional net value (i. e. for which it is most advantageous to add a new train unit trajectory).
For convenience, the weights on the arcs in the space-time graph are set as the negated
additional net value. This makes the algorithm work as a shortest path algorithm. The path
finding algorithm concept is thus that of a single-source shortest path for a directed, acyclic
graph [17], with resource and side constraints. It is implemented as a label setting algorithm
and is using dominance to keep the set of potential paths to a minimum [26]. The algorithm
traverses the space-time graph and creates potential paths through the graph by setting and
processing labels on the vertices it traverses. Upon termination, the shortest path may be found
by backtracking the processed labels.
The path finding algorithm consist of two parts: The outer part of the algorithm which is
traversing the space-time graph (described in Section 5.1, shown as Algorithm 1) and the inner
part which is processing the labels (described in Section 5.2 shown as Algorithm 2). The inner
part is called in each iteration of the outer part.
When finding a new path, that is, a new train unit trajectory, the algorithm must ensure that
the found train unit trajectory is feasible. This is ensured in three ways:
1. Resource constraints: The total resource consumption of potential paths is checked in
each iteration so that no resources are exhausted (meaning that the service distance limit
of the individual train unit is never exceeded). This check is handled in the inner, label
processing part, Algorithm 2;
2. Side constraints: The check for train unit order feasibility in decoupling operations is
built into the path finding algorithm itself. So is the check for flexible space distribution
for bicycles etc. These two checks constitute the side constraints in the algorithm. Both
these checks are handled in the inner, label processing part, Algorithm 2;
3. Space-time graph constraints: The handling of all other practical, railway specific re-
quirements is relayed to the space-time graph as previously described in Section 3. The re-
laying is performed when traversing the graph in the outer part, Algorithm 1 (see Line 3).
In the path finding algorithm, each vertex from the space-time graph has associated to it a
number of labels. The labels are used to mark potential paths through the space-time graph as
the algorithm progresses. Each label refers to one arc on the potential path. Furthermore, each
label belongs to a vertex (the to-vertex on the arc to which the label refers), but there may be
many labels to the same vertex, since different, potential paths may pass through the vertex and
since more arcs may be connected to it. Each label carries with it the following information:
1. The arc in the space-time graph from which a part of the potential path represented by
the label passes through. This information is used to put together the shortest path when
the finish vertex has been reached;
2. The previous label on the potential path (the predecessor). This information is used to
backtrack the labels to find the shortest path once the finish vertex has been reached;
3. The resources consumed in order to reach the vertex of the label, starting at the start
vertex. This information is used to ensure no resources are exhausted. It is also used for
dominance, i. e. to keep the number of potential paths small;
4. The ordered train composition of the arc, i. e. which train units are assigned to the arc
and in what individual order. This information is used in the side constraints of the algo-
rithm to check for train unit order feasibility and flexible space distribution for bicycles
etc.
The inner workings of the two parts of the path finding algorithm are described in the fol-
lowing Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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5.1 Space-Time Graph Traversing
The first, outer part of the path finding algorithm is the space-time graph traversing part, shown
as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Resource constrained shortest path label setting algorithm with side con-
straints for a space-time graph with arc resource consumption data and vertices sorted in
topological order. The resource and side constraints are checked in Algorithm 2.
Input: The from vertex and the to vertex in the graph.
Output: The resource constrained shortest path between the given vertices, feasible with
regard to all practical, railway oriented requirements.
1 foreach (toVertex in vertices) do
2 foreach (thisArc in toVertex.getIncomingArcs()) do
3 if (thisArc.isFeasible()) then
4 foreach (fromVertexLabel in thisArc.getFromVertex().getLabels()) do
5 toVertex.add(getLabel(thisArc, fromVertexLabel)); /* See alg. 2 */
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 toVertex.getLabels().removeDominated() ;
10 if (toVertex.isFinishVertex() && toVertex.isReached()) then
11 processShortestPath(toVertex); /* Backtrack to set shortest path */
12 return shortestPathArcs;
13 end
14 end
15 throw NoPathFoundException;
Algorithm 1 starts its main for loop with the next vertex in topological order (Line 1). For
each of the incoming arcs to this vertex (Line 2), a check is performed to see if the incoming
arc is feasible (Line 3). This check is relayed to the space-time graph via the arc. If the arc it
is not feasible, no processing of labels is occurring, and the algorithm is not proceeding further
along that potential path. If the space-time graph responds that the arc is feasible, a loop over
each of the labels of the from vertex of the incoming arc is started (Line 4).
Inside this loop, the inner, label processing part, is called, see Algorithm 2. Labels are only
created if the side constraints are not violated. If not violated, the new label is added to the
current vertex, otherwise no label is added.
Algorithm 1 then continues with the next incoming arc of the current to vertex. When all
incoming arcs have been processed, the labels of the to vertex that are dominated are removed
(Line 9).
If the current vertex is equal to the finish vertex, and this vertex has been reached, the
shortest path is found by backtracking the labels starting with the label at the finish vertex
having the least resource consumption for the path finding resource (in this case the negated
additional net value).
5.2 Label Processing
The second, inner part of the path finding algorithm is the label processing part, shown as
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: The label processing part of the path finding algorithm. This part of the
algorithm makes sure that no resources are exhausted and that the train unit order and
flexible space distribution for bicycles etc. is feasible.
Input: The current arc; The current label of the from vertex of the current arc; The
candidate train composition (i. e. information on which train unit(s) the algorithm
is currently finding a new trajectory for); The resources available for the path.
Output: The algorithm creates a new label if constraints are not violated, no label is
created if they are.
1 thisFromVertexTrainComposition← getTrainCompositionAt(thisFromVertex,
fromVertexLabel);
2 thisArcOldTrainComposition← thisArc.getTrainComposition();
3 thisArcNewTrainComposition←
thisFromEventTrainComposition.getPreserveOrderSumOf( candidateTrainComposition,
thisArcOldTrainComposition);
4 if (thisArc instanceof TransitionPositioner) then
5 transitionPositioner← (TransitionPositioner) thisArc;
6 if (!thisFromEventTrainComposition.canDecouple(thisArcNewTrainComposition,
transitionPositioner.getDecouplingPosition()) ||
!thisArcNewTrainComposition.hasLegalFlexibleSpaceDistribution()) then
7 return null;
8 end
9 end
10 thisConsumedResources← resourcesPool.get();
11 thisConsumedResources.setSum(thisArc.getConsumption(),
fromVertexLabel.getConsumedResources());
12 if (thisConsumedResources.exhaust(availableResources)) then
13 return null;
14 end
15 thisLabel← labelPool.get();
16 thisLabel.set(thisArc, fromVertexLabel, thisConsumedResources,
thisArcNewTrainComposition);
17 return thisLabel;
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The first part of Algorithm 2 relates to finding the ordered train composition of the extension
of the current potential path. This part follows the hereby proposed principle of (train) unit
order flow conservation, in which not only the inflow of train units to a vertex is conserved in
the outflow (like in arc based multi-commodity flow models, as mentioned in Section 1.2), the
train unit order is also conserved.
As such, line 1 calculates the train composition at the from vertex by coupling the train
composition already assigned to the incoming arcs in the graph with the train composition of the
predecessor label. This coupling is conducted using the topological information, the transition
positions, as described in Section 3.2. As such the inflow order of train units to the from vertex
is calculated for this particular potential path.
Next, line 2 sets a variable for the further reference to the train composition on the current
arc consisting of train units already assigned to the arc in the space-time graph.
Line 3 then uses the order found in the inflow to the vertex in question to add the candidate
train composition to the train composition already assigned to the current arc in the space-time
graph. As such, the outflow from the vertex in question is determined with the correct order on
the current arc.
The algorithm then proceeds to reject cases where the inflow order and the outflow order
are not compatible: Line 4 tests if the current arc is of a type where transitions occur. If so
the current arc is type cast (line 5) to be able to query it for the decoupling transition position
(in line 6). If decoupling cannot take place while preserving the inflow order, or, if the flexible
space distribution of the ensuing train composition is not feasible, the algorithm terminates by
not returning a new label (line 7).
Next (in line 10) a new resources object is retrieved from the pool [41]. This resources
object is set to the consumed resources being the sum of the consumption of the resources on
the incoming arc and the previously consumed resources of the current from label.
If the consumed resources exhaust the available ones, the algorithm also terminates without
returning a label. If not, a label is retrieved from the label pool, set with relevant data and
returned.
Note that the logic to determine feasibility of the order of the train units in the composition
applies to decoupling only. This is because it is only in the process of decoupling that a train unit
may obstruct the movements of another. A coupling process will always conserve the relative
position of the individual train units. A feasible decoupling will also conserve the relative
position of the train units involved, however, an infeasible coupling, if it could occur, would
not.
6 Heuristic Framework
The fourth and last component of the integrated rolling stock planning model is the heuristic
framework used to accept or reject candidate trajectories found with the path finding algorithm
described in Section 5. The heuristic framework used is that of hill climbing [30].
The overall concept of the heuristic framework in the integrated rolling stock planning
model is to remove a number of train unit trajectories from an existing rolling stock plan and
then, one by one, to create a new trajectory and insert it into the plan.
By generating and inserting new train unit trajectories into the plan one at a time, it is assured
that each new train unit trajectory is feasible in conjunction with the existing ones in the plan.
The objective function of the heuristic is described in Section 6.1, the inner workings of the
hill climbing heuristic itself is described in Section 6.2, and Section 6.3 describes the flow of
changes to the objective value in one iteration of the heuristic.
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6.1 Objective Function
The objective function of the proposed heuristic is the net value of a rolling stock plan. The net
value is defined as the benefit a rolling stock plan provides minus the costs for providing it and
the penalties awarded for undesirable features. As such, the benefit and the costs plus penalties
are competing terms in the objective function and a rolling stock plan may be improved by
maximising the benefits and/or minimising the costs plus penalties.
The objective value may be calculated for the entire rolling stock plan, however, for per-
formance reasons the net value of removing individual trajectories (the subtractional net value)
and adding new ones (the additional net value) is used, since this involves fewer calculations.
The iteration net value increase z∆ is thus calculated as the sum over all selected train units
U∗ of the subtractional net value z−( j−u ) of each train unit trajectory j
−
u removed plus the sum
over all selected train units U∗ of the additional net value z+( j+u ) of each train unit trajectory j
+
u
inserted (1). Note that the subtractional net value is calculated before removing each original
train unit trajectory and the additional net value is calculated before inserting each new train
unit trajectory.
z∆ =
∑
u∈U∗
z−( j−u ) +
∑
u∈U∗
z+( j+u ) (1)
The calculation of z∆ described above yields the same result as the difference in total net
value for the entire rolling stock plan before and after an iteration, but involves fewer calcula-
tions.
The subtractional net value is calculated in (2) as the costs saved c−(a, u) minus the benefits
lost b−(a, u) minus the penalties awarded p+(a, u) plus the penalties saved p−(a, u) as a result of
subtracting train unit u from arc a .
z−( j−u ) =
∑
a∈A j
c−(a, u) − b−(a, u) − p+(a, u) + p−(a, u) (2)
The additional net value is calculated in (3) as the benefits gained b+(a, u) minus the costs
added c+(a, u) minus the penalties awarded p+(a, u) plus the penalties saved p−(a, u) as a result
of adding train unit u to arc a .
z+( j+u ) =
∑
a∈A j
b+(a, u) − c+(a, u) − p+(a, u) + p−(a, u) (3)
Benefits represent the fulfilment of an unfulfilled seat demand for each individual arc and
depend upon seat demand by time interval p ∈ P and train unit type i ∈ I. Benefits are gained
if train units are added to arcs that represent revenue train services demanding additional seats.
Benefits are lost if train units are subtracted from the same arcs, if this results in more unfulfilled
seat demand.
Costs are incurred for energy, maintenance, infrastructure usage and personnel (train drivers
and depot drivers) and depend upon service distance, arc type (revenue train services, train
shunting operations etc.), time interval p ∈ P and train unit type i ∈ I. Costs for energy and
maintenance are added if train units are added to arcs that represent train movements. Energy
and maintenance costs are saved if train units are subtracted from the same arcs. For the case of
infrastructure use and personnel, costs are only added for the first train unit added to the train
movement arc in question. These costs are also only saved when the train unit being subtracted
is the last train unit assigned to the train movement arc in question.
Penalties are awarded for unwanted features of the plan and depend upon time interval p ∈ P
and occurrence. A penalty for not having a revenue train service covered is awarded when the
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last train unit assigned to the arc in question is subtracted. The penalty is saved when the first
train unit is added to the same arc again. A penalty is also awarded for unwanted shunting
operations. Here the concept is the opposite: This penalty is awarded when the first train unit is
added to the train shunting operation arc, and saved when the last one is subtracted.
Note that penalties can be both awarded and saved by both the subtractional as well as the
additional operation, this is the reason for both p+(a, u) and p−(a, u) being present in both (2)
and (3).
6.2 Hill Climbing Heuristic
The concept of removing one or more train unit trajectories from the plan and reinserting them
one at a time, operates within a hill climbing heuristic framework in which all of the inserted
new trajectories are either accepted (and kept in the plan) or rejected (and removed from the
plan and old trajectories re-inserted, yielding a plan identical to before any modifications were
performed).
Normally in heuristics, changes are evaluated before being inserted into the solution. How-
ever the modification scheme described here is necessary to ensure feasibility: One can not
generate a second candidate trajectory without inserting the first one into the plan, because
otherwise the plan cannot determine if the second candidate trajectory conflicts with the first
one.
The selection of train unit trajectories to remove from the plan is conducted at random.
The heuristic component continues until a given stopping criterion is met. For the calcula-
tions given in Table 5 on page 27 this was given as a negative value of z∆ for the past 5 minutes,
equivalent to the convergence curve (see Figure 6 on page 29) flattening out.
6.3 Objective Value Flow
Figure 4 shows a Sankey diagram of the flows for benefits and costs (including penalties) in the
proposed heuristic. The figure is read from left to right showing the flow of costs (bottom) and
benefits (top) through one iteration of the heuristic. The term actual benefit is used to describe
the benefit that is in the current plan. The term latent benefit is used to denote a benefit that is
not in the current plan, but one that could be in the next iteration through the modifications of
the heuristic. The total benefit potential is thus the sum of these two types of benefit. On the
cost side the same terms apply. The general idea of the heuristic is to maximise the benefits
by turning latent benefits into actual ones and to minimise the costs (including penalties) by
turning actual costs into latent ones, thus maximising the total net value of the plan.
7 Experimental Results
The integrated rolling stock planning model proposed in this paper has been tested on a number
of data instances. The purpose of the experiments has been to benchmark the performance of
the heuristic with plans produced manually. The conditions were chosen so as to make the
benchmarking on as equal conditions as possible.
The integrated rolling stock planning model presented here has been implemented in the
programming language Java 1.8 with approx. 15,000 lines of code. Apart from the library
Joda-Time 2.8.2, only standard libraries have been used.
The tests were performed on a Dell PowerEdge T610 equipped with 16 Intel Xeon E5620
CPUs at 2.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM running Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS. Parallel processing was
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Benefit potential of org. plan
Cost potential of org. plan
Actual benefits of org. plan
Actual costs to org. plan
Latent benefits of original plan
Latent costs to org. plan
Actual cost subtracted from org. plan
Benefit subtracted from org. plan
Latent benefits of original plan
Latent costs to org. plan
Unmodfied cost
Unmodified benefit
Benefit added in modified plan
Benefit not added in modified plan
Costs added in modified plan
Costs not added in modified plan
Unmodfied cost
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Actual benefit of modified plan
Actual costs of modified plan
Latent benefits to modified plan
Latent costs to modified plan
Benefit potential of modified plan
Cost potential of modified plan
Figure 4: Sankey diagram of the flows for benefits and costs (including penalties) in the pro-
posed heuristic.
used in which each individual test was run in its own thread on one CPU, parallel to other tests.
7.1 Data Instances
The proposed heuristic has been tested on 15 different rolling stock plan data instances as shown
in Table 5. All the data instances represent long-term circulation plans (as opposed to short-
term train unit dispatching plans). Each individual data instance represents a particular date,
e. g. 2012-10-19 and a particular weekday, e. g. Friday.
Most of the data in the instances are actual, real-world data. This includes infrastructure
data, timetable data, passenger demand data and data on personnel on duty. How the individual
parts of the real world data vary between instances is described in the following.
The same timetable is in effect from Monday to Friday, but a different one is used on Sat-
urdays, and again a different one on Sundays. Night train services operate on mornings after
Fridays and Saturdays. The timetable also differs between the years 2012 and 2014.
The depot driver duties differ by weekday. The reason for this is that the start up procedures
on Monday morning are different from the ones on Tuesday, since there is a change of timetable
between Sunday and Monday, but not between Monday and Tuesday.
In the data instances, the passenger demand is represented by running the DSB S-tog passen-
ger prognosis model with the actual, measured passenger data for those days. This is possible
because the data instances are in the past. In a real planning situation prognosis passenger
demand would be used.
The instance of 2012-10-19 is special since it occurs during the autumn holiday and also
represents an extraordinary plan with infrastructure maintenance works on a parallel, long dis-
tance line. For this reason this plan provides extra capacity on the one of the lines. (It has turned
out that, in hindsight, this plan provides far too much seating capacity, which can be seen by
how much the heuristic may increase its net value by removing this excess capacity again.) The
other dates represent normal plans with no extraordinary features.
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All of the data instances are complete rolling stock plans. In the experiments, the infeasible
train unit trajectories (if any) are removed prior to running the heuristic. The start and finish
points in space and time of the original train unit trajectories are kept. As such, new trajectories
constructed using the heuristic have the same origin and destination stations. This preserves the
depot balance between the original and rolling stock plan when using the heuristic.
Since the current rolling stock planning procedures at DSB S-tog still involve some degree
of manual work, data is not available for all aspects of manually produced rolling stock plans.
Parts of the data instances not currently available include data on the depot movements of the
train units and the grouping of anonymous train units so as to determine the number of train
units in the plan.
Firstly, the only information currently available on the movement of train units is the assign-
ment of train units to train services. As such, the provided train unit trajectories have gaps in
them. In order for the integrated rolling stock planning model to work, this information has to
be generated artificially by retrofitting each manually produced plan to the data model described
in Sections 3 and 4.
In some cases, all train unit trajectories can be retrofitted. However, as shown in Table 5
on page 27 in the column # of infeasible trajectories, in most cases, the retrofitting process is
not able to retrofit all gaps in the supplied train unit trajectories. This is because the manually
produced plans may not respect all of the practical, railway specific requirements and thus can
not be mapped onto the data model. (Recall that the data model is constructed so as not to allow
violations of the requirements.) The infeasibilities of the manually produced plans may relate
to depot track capacities, depot driver duties, depot driver time consumption and minimum
turn-around times between consecutive train services.
Some of these infeasibilities arise in the automated, step-by-step planing system currently
in use at DSB S-tog. However, it is also common for the planners to use a variety of "dirty
tricks" to improve the economic attractiveness of a rolling stock plan manually, or to replace
intolerable infeasibilities from the automated planning system with "less intolerable" infeasi-
bilities. Strictly speaking, these tricks are violations of the railway specific requirements, but
since they often save substantial costs they are accepted. The infeasibilities introduced by the
planners are often used as a last resort and incorporate all the tacit knowledge of the planners.
Therefore, it may indeed be very hard for any automated system to compete with plans having
these mentioned infeasibilities in them.
Secondly, realistic data is also constructed for the grouping of anonymous train units in the
plan. In the circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning, train units are anonymous
since it may not be known which actual, physical train units may be available when the plan is
to be commenced (some train units may e. g. be in unscheduled maintenance).
In the data instances used here, there is currently no information regarding whether two
anonymous train units with non-overlapping train unit trajectories are actually intended to be
supplied with rolling stock by assigning the same physical train unit in the train unit dispatching
phase to both of them. This information is therefore generated artificially by coalescing train
unit trajectories that do not overlap and that may be performed in sequence by connecting them
at the intermediate depot.
This feature may make it harder for the integrated rolling stock planning model to find good
solutions since it may have less train units (and thereby fewer degrees of freedom) to do so
than the manual planners have. On the other hand, if the coalescing would not take place, there
would be more anonymous train units than would fit in the actual depots, which would also
mean missing retrofits and thus infeasibilities in the plan.
In the long-term circulation planning process of DSB S-tog, rolling stock plans are con-
structed for one week at a time, in which each day connects to the next. In this paper, however,
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the scope is on each individual day, not consecutive days. For this reason it does not make
sense to restrict the service distance each individual train unit may travel before it has to un-
dergo scheduled maintenance or refilling of consumables, since these events occur at intervals
far greater than that of a day. If arbitrary values for the service distance limit would be included,
the bench marking results would not be comparable.
This feature makes it slightly easier for the integrated rolling stock planning model to find
good solutions since it can make an individual train unit roll a bit longer than it may roll due
to e. g. scheduled maintenance. Experiments have been conducted to show that the model also
performs well with the service distance limits in place.
All of the data instances used for the experiments represent the circulation planning phase of
the rolling stock planning process. For this reason the remaining railway specific requirements
related to the short-term train unit dispatching phase are disregarded in the experiments.
These issues explained, the data used in the experiments represent a very close approxima-
tion to the real-life planning conditions.
7.2 Convergence Characteristics of the Proposed Heuristic
The main driver of the heuristic is the objective function, the net value. The net value is calcu-
lated as the benefits of providing seats to passengers that demand them minus the costs of doing
so and minus penalties for unwanted features of the plan.
The penalties are estimated as real monetary values. A very high specific penalty has been
set for those aspects definitely unwanted, e. g. uncovered train services. A moderate specific
penalty has been set for those aspects that are just undesirable, e. g. train shuntings across the
main line tracks. Simple tests have shown that these estimates make the model perform well.
Experiments have justified the current settings for those parameters that are in the objective
function. Another parameter that governs the behaviour of the heuristic is the number of train
unit trajectories to pick and remove, k.
More than 2,000 test runs have been performed to analyse the behaviour of the model when
varying model parameters. Some results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The observations from
the test runs are given in the following and characterised in relation to initial gain (how well the
model converges early in the process - more is better), maximum gain (how much gain does the
model achieve before the convergence curve flattens out - more is better), and variance (how
results from different test runs with the same parameters vary - less is better).
Low values of k yield high initial gain, little variance, but only moderate maximum gain.
Higher values of k yield low initial gain, higher variance but better maximum gain. However,
beyond a threshold value of k, the performance seems to deteriorate generally.
We believe this behaviour is related to two characteristics of the heuristic: Firstly, if k = 1,
no swapping of resources between train units can occur. From k = 2 and onward, swapping can
occur, but for higher values of k, the greediness of the algorithm takes over, in the sense that the
formerly inserted trajectories use the resources at the expense of the latter trajectories inserted,
this yielding a lower net value gain in total.
Based on the observations from the test runs, the best performance of the proposed heuristic
is achieved by selecting a moderate value for k, e. g. k = 3.
7.3 Obtained Results
As seen in Table 5, the experiments show that the heuristic used in the integrated rolling stock
planning model is able to make all instances of typically infeasible rolling stock plans feasible.
In most cases, feasibility is reached with a processing time less than 1 minute. In the worst case
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Figure 5: Convergence diagram for different values of k, i. e. the number of trajectories to
remove and re-insert in one iteration. As may be seen, the best results are achieved with k = 3.
Each line represents the mean of n = 24 test runs.
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of getting a solution with a value less than a given gained net value.
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of the 150 test runs reported in Table 5, feasibility is reached within 7 minutes of processing
time.
Furthermore, the heuristic is able to improve the economic attractiveness of all tested rolling
stock plan instances with an average economic gain of 2%. The highest net value gain is
achieved for the instance 2012-10-19. As mentioned in section Section 7.1, this special in-
stance represents an extraordinary plan providing (as it turns out) excessive, extra capacity on
the one of the lines.
With a stopping criterion of no gain in 5 minutes the mean processing time is less than an
hour for all instances. In no case is the processing time longer than 1 hour 20 minutes.
8 Discussion
In implementing the proposed, integrated model, we have demonstrated that it is possible to
integrate into one model processes in rolling stock planning that are normally solved in a step
by step manner. We have also shown that the proposed ordered flow conservation principle
works in practice. The work presented here is a case study on the specific real-world data and
constraints of DSB S-tog, however, the proposed principles may be applied in general to other
types of problems.
Furthermore, we have observed that the proposed heuristic operating on the integrated
rolling stock planning model has good convergence characteristics in that it will make typi-
cal infeasible plans feasible within minutes of computation time and with an additional gain in
economic value of 2% on average.
These features make the integrated rolling stock planning model highly suited to simplify
and improve present semi-automatic or manual rolling stock planning procedures at DSB S-tog.
The integrated rolling stock planning model proposed in this paper uses a shortest path
algorithm to find new candidate train unit trajectories. This fact makes the algorithm highly
greedy, a feature we believe makes the algorithm very suitable for fast "trimming and grooming"
of an existing rolling stock plan with excess seating capacity in it. However, the same greediness
property may make it less suited for constructing a rolling stock plan from scratch, since the
former found shortest train unit trajectories will be good at the cost of latter found ones. Further
research may devise methods to overcome this limitation.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to replace the heuristic proposed here with a
metaheuristic using Simulated Annealing [1] with an exponential cooling scheme and reheating.
However, none of these experiments produced better convergence. Future research into other
metaheuristic frameworks may be conducted to improve convergence.
The model proposed is primarily intended for the tactical planning scope. However, with
few modifications, the model may also be used for the short-term train unit dispatching phase
of rolling stock planning. Schemes for reinstating cancelled train services are currently not
handled, nor is the objective in a disruption recovery setting to recover with a minimum of
changes to the non-disrupted plan. Future research should cover these aspects, if the model is
to be used in the train unit dispatching context.
A further integration of train unit routing could be built into the model by also modelling
the individual platform tracks instead of modelling them as a whole.
Moreover, a concept for creating relevant non-revenue train services should be considered
in the future. The model proposed here only uses the non-revenue train services in the original
plan (if appropriate), however these non-revenue train services may not fit the modified plan
very well, since they are specifically created to fit the original plan.
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Even though the practical, railway specific requirements that relate to the train unit dispatch-
ing phase have been implemented with the proposed, integrated rolling stock planning model,
experiments with train unit dispatching plans have not been made yet. One major difference to
the circulation plans used in the experiments is that the individual positions of the train units is
given. This is because the individual, physical train units have a specific position at the time
the plan is to be set in motion. In the long-term circulation planning phase, this position can
be chosen. This difference somewhat limits the amount of candidate solutions for train unit
dispatching.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, research should be conducted into the field of improv-
ing convergence by devising different schemes from which to choose train unit trajectories to
remove as well as different schemes for inserting them into the plan.
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